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Address CEMA ELECTRIC LIGHTING INDIA P LTD 
CEMA Electric Lighting Products India 
Malwada Road 
Tal. Matar, Dist. Kheda 
387520 LIMBASI

Country India

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
CEMA has its Operations Headquarters in Cochin, its Sales Headquarters in Bangalore and operates 16 branch offices around India. CEMA
manufactures its consumer lighting products and glass products at its facility in Limbasi, Gujarat. The major product lines produced here are Glass
shells, Plain Cut Tubes, Incandescent Lamps, Fluorescent Tubular Lamps and High Intensity Discharge Lamps.  

Ribbon Shell 
The high speed Corning Ribbon Chain produces ribbon glass shells that are known for their extra clarity and durability*. A wide variety of glass shells
for consumer, industrial and automobile lamps are produced.  
* Chemical Durability is the power of a Glass to preserve its bright surface and transparency over a long period without getting tarnish or disintegrated.

Plain Cut Tube 
The Plain Cut tubes are made on the Danner Process PCT drawing chain. Diameters produced include 26mm (T8), 32mm (T10) and 38mm (T12). T12
PCT is also available as an End-formed finished product. 
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